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Thirteen balloons were released into the air.  Helium, their internal fire drove them high and fast.  
Little Red Guy took a huge breath and shot out ahead.  Yellow, Magenta and Burnt Orange gave 
chase close behind.  Four Baby Blues, confidently aware of  their ability, drafted the four above.  Dark 
Blue went quickly sideways, losing air as fast as it went in and Green, jealous of  the attention, followed 
close behind.  Pink quickly inhaled, straining to catch up to the blues leaving Pale Tan and a little Off  
White slowly swirling upward at the end.   

So, thirteen balloons quickly became eleven and not long after, nine, when a baby blue passionately 
popped and a rogue jet stream stole Magenta.  Now nine balloons straining, membraining, flying.  The 
pressure was dropping and… the pressure was mounting.  Above the trees, then the buildings now 
under the clouds.  Climbing and climbing.  Off-white lost interest bailing in the breeze and another 
Baby Blue got lost on its way.  Nine became seven.  Then it became six when Yellow, complaining of  
light-headedness dramatically exhaled and quit.  Little Red Guy was still in the lead.  A couple Baby 
Blues were just off  pace.  Burnt Orange and Pink bounced into each other next.  A few hundred feet 
below, Pale Tan took its time.

The wind and clouds began to interfere.  A drop of  rain took Pink by surprise, knocking it out of  
contention.  The remainder of  the competitors lost sight of  each other in the misty fog. They twisted 
and turned, frantically climbing.  Little Red Guy was still leading, hot and huffy, but Burnt Orange 
refusing to exhale, was right on his tail.  Up, up, through the wind, the clouds, and the elements.  Fi-
nally Little Red Guy broke through the veil’s ceiling.   Relieved, he slowed down a little.  But, just then 
Burnt Orange also pushed through.  The two of  them, Burnt Orange and Little Red strained toward 
the heavens.  It appeared everyone else had departed, taken a walk in the clouds or were gone with the 
wind.  (One even flew over the cuckoo’s nest.)  But, wait! In spite of  all the interference the Pale Tan 
balloon made it through the clouds as well.  Little Red Guy and Burnt Orange were speechless.  

It wasn’t long before the stress became too great.  With a great hiss, Burnt Orange bolted toward the 
ground.  Little Red Guy, feeling no pity, leaned upward.  Pale Tan simply drifted higher and higher.  
The distance between the two began to decrease. 100 feet. 50 feet. Little Red was so agitated. 20 feet. 
Pale Tan was mockingly patient. Then they were even.  Just two ordinary balloons flying thousands 
of  feet into the sky. Red Guy wouldn’t even give Pale Tan the time of  day.  No matter. Pale Tan just 
waved his string happily.  

And then the unthinkable… Red Guy began losing air.  Hissing and whistling and trying with all his 
might to fight the inevitable.  But, it was helpless.  He tumbled over and over out of  sight.  

For a few dazzling moments Pale Tan was alone.  It was cold and quiet, but beautiful.   Swelling in the 
distilled light of  the sun he thought himself, “Ruler of  the Biosphere!” But, alas, for Pale Tan Balloon 
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the tension was just too great.  So, he popped.  Then he fell backwards, gloriously thespian in the bril-
liance of  the sun.

Why did it come to this?  It’s simple really.  Helium filled balloons are tempted to make their density 
match the density of  the surrounding air.  Always.  And when they succeed they burst.  Every. Single. 
Time.  

There are no exceptions.  The pressure is too much. 

We should tell them, “Wait, little balloon! What goes up must go down.”  But we don’t.  We often do 
the opposite.  We say, “Keep going. Go higher and higher!  Don’t worry about the pressure.  It’s so 
much fun to watch you.  Maybe you’ll be different.” 

Then we lose these beautiful balloons.  Reds, greens and blues and pinks and off-whites and… pale-
tans.  Balloons think they are defined by how high they go.   Contentment is finding a good, strong 
atmospheric pressure to live in. 
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